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Biz Name Wiz Receives 200th Order and Reaches 20th Country
Business Naming Milestones
Milestones achieved after less than a year of providing company names for business
IRVINE, CA (February 21, 2013) – Biz Name Wiz (www.biznamewiz.net), the business
naming service that pairs real people with new businesses to create their identity, has reached
two significant milestones – having recently received its 200th order and naming a business in its
20th country worldwide. Specializing in smart, imaginative and inspired names, Biz Name Wiz
provides startups with business name ideas and established companies with enticing new product
names and original taglines.
Launched in 2012, Biz Name Wiz fills the gap between free automated business name generators
and agencies that charge tens of thousands of dollars to come up with a name and identity for
new businesses. Understanding the urgent need for today’s businesses to establish and maintain a
strong web presence, Biz Name Wiz also provides an available .com domain name for each
name idea it generates.
More information on the company is available at www.biznamewiz.net or by calling 1-855NameWiz.
“Since we first launched, Biz Name Wiz has steadily grown both in the number of clients it
serves and its global reach,” said Mike Glezos, founder of Biz Name Wiz. “In our relatively
short history, we have found a market as a lower cost but highly effective alternative to
expensive ad agency branding services and a creative upgrade to free automated name
generators.
“Our service was born out of my own experience as an entrepreneur searching for the perfect
name for my business. I learned the hard and expensive way, but Biz Name Wiz helps others
avoid the same mistake.”
Staffed with real writers and creative types who name businesses for a living, Biz Name Wiz
uses its collective creativity and experience in diverse specialties that include web development,
branding and public relations to come up with naming ideas that help a business attract attention,
define what it does and stand out apart from its competition.
Instead of focusing on one or two concepts and trying to sell the client on them, as expensive ad
agencies tend to do, Biz Name Wiz tosses around 50 to 100 ideas and presents a variety of
options until they find one the client truly loves. The cost of re-branding, both in time and

resources, makes it imperative for entrepreneurs and small businesses to find the right name the
first time.
Biz Name Wiz is so confident that it can come up with the right name that it offers a money back
for any reason – 100% satisfaction guarantee if the client doesn’t love it. Additional paid
services are also offered, including research into trademarks, state business registries, available
domain names and competitors’ business names.
“There is certainly still a role for both free name generators and expensive ad agencies in
business name creation, but there is also a lot of room in between,” said Glezos. “We expect to
continue our growth, both in number of customers and global reach.”
About Biz Name Wiz
Specializing in smart, imaginative and inspired names, Biz Name Wiz provides startups with
business name ideas and established companies with enticing new product names and original
taglines. Launched in 2012, Biz Name Wiz fills the gap between free automated business name
generators and agencies that charge tens of thousands of dollars to come up with a name and
identity for new businesses. A portfolio of companies Biz Name Wiz has named and more
information on the company can be found at http://www.biznamewiz.net.
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